
T 
hey just don't get it. This phrase is commonplace
where an explanation was presented, but misunder-
stood by its audience. In construction delay claims,
stakes are high and simple errors and miscommuni-

cation can cost millions of dollars. Consequently, detailed analy-
ses are performed yielding reports sometimes hundreds of pages
long. With so much information and limited time or resources to
present it, the challenge arises to reduce large quantities of data
into summarized, understandable formats. Use of pictures, charts
and graphics is mainstay in this scenario. This article presents
research findings of how the human brain processes information
and applies those findings to presentation graphics. Specifically,
results of a window delay analysis using graphics are presented
with intent to stimulate optimal understanding by its audience.
Results presented are applicable to any field that generates graph-
ics of complex data.

THE WORTH OF GRAPHICS

Researchers have long investigated the human mind, how it
behaves and how external stimuli are received, processed, stored
in memory and acted upon. With the advent of computers and
technology, research has increased to determine how best to make
a visual display clear and understandable to its users.

Of the five sensory traits: touch, smell, sight, hearing and
taste, emphasis here is primarily on the visual sense. Focus is
made on how an expert would present results of a window delay
analysis. An audience commonly includes contractors, owners,
attorneys or some authoritative body, e.g. arbitration panel, judge,
jury, etc. Given this broad audience cross-section, differing back-
grounds, education levels and work experiences, the results pre-
sented must be both simple enough to understand and compre-
hensive enough to convey key findings. While not everyone will
equally perceive and understand the information presented,
research shows that there are better techniques than others to
stimulate understanding and retention. Words spoken by William
Playfair in 1786 directly apply today to window delay analysis
results:

Information, that is imperfectly acquired, is generally as imper-
fectly retained; and a man who has carefully investigated a

printed table, finds, when done, that he has only a very faint
and partial idea of what he has read; and that like a figure
imprinted on sand, is soon totally erased and defaced. . . On
inspecting any one of these Charts attentively, a sufficiently
distinct impression will be made, to remain unimpaired for a
considerable time, and the idea which does remain will be sim-
ple and complete, at once including the duration and the
amount [1].

Graphics are essential. How to create optimal charts and graphics
requires a fundamental understanding of how people process
information.

HUMAN THINK TANKS

Compatibility is a term used to explain the relationship of
stimuli and responses to human expectations, and implies a
process of information transformation or recoding [2].

It is postulated that the greater the degree of compatibility,
the less recoding must be done to process the information. This in
turn should result in faster learning, faster response times, fewer
errors, and a reduced mental workload.

Sanders and McCormick cite four types of compatibility:

• Conceptual compatibility reflects the degree to which a per-
son observing codes and symbols can understand them. In a
study performed by Hitt [3] in 1961, the most understandable
codes were found to be numbers, followed by colors, text, and
then different shape symbols.

• Movement compatibility involves the movement of controls
and displays such as one's expectation to turn right when
turning a steering wheel clockwise to the right. Movement
here involves the recipient's eyes when reading a chart. For
example, when considering time as increasing over the life of
a project, one expects time to increase from left to right on a
graphic. Effective presentations adhere to movement com-
patibility by placing information where people expect to find
it and in proximity to other key data.

• Spatial compatibility speaks to the physical arrangements of
information or controls. Use of maps and schematics increase
spatial compatibility.
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• Modality compatibility refers to the model shown in figure 1.
From every stimulus, the human brain processes that infor-
mation and formulates a response. Modal compatibility finds
that in certain stimulus, response modality combinations are
more compatible with some tasks than others. For example, if
the desired response is for a person to yell “polo” anytime the
message “marco” is conveyed, the quickest response time is
caused by using similar stimuli, a call of “marco” rather than
holding up a written message “polo,” for example.

Figure 1 applies to each of the compatibilities and how the
human brain processes information. In reference to figure 1,
Wickens begins by identifying any outside stimulus intended to
generate a response. In this paper, that stimulus will be the indi-
vidual data presented in a graphic or other presentation result of
a window delay analysis. That stimulus is first placed into a short-
term sensory storage area by the reader. The reader identifies that
a graphic presented intends to convey the message of its creator
and seeks to understand it. Next, three stages of attention process-
ing occur:

• Perception includes preliminary encoding such as preatten-
tive processing and feature discrimination. A person's percep-
tion is influenced by knowledge and past experiences stored
in long-term memory.

• Central processing involves decision-making based on storage
and retrieval of information from both short- and long-term
memory. Specific features of the graphic, such as shapes,
numbers, colors, etc., and the organization of data are
processed and interpreted.

• Response Execution includes processing for making respons-
es. In this paper, the response is that the reader understands
sufficiently to move to the next stimulus.

Wickens' research indicates that perceptual encoding and
central processing tasks use common resources, i.e. the same
attention resource tank, while response processing uses separate
attention resources. His research suggests that multiple attention-
requiring resources exist and in some cases are separate from one
another thereby allowing a person to multitask. To the extent that

two tasks require separate attention-required resources they will be
time-shared efficiently. To the extent that two tasks require com-
mon resources, the performance on the tasks will depend on how
resources are allocated to the tasks. The difficulty of a task is
increased when additional resources are needed for its perform-
ance. If two tasks fully use available common resources, increas-
ing the difficulty of one task will hamper performance on a con-
current task. Task priority determines how attention-required
resources are allocated, and plays the biggest role when tasks are
difficult and share resources. Put simply, the processing abilities of
the human brain draw from the same attention resources and can
be affected if too much unfamiliar information demands concur-
rent processing. Thus follows the "they just don't get it" expletive
when the audience misunderstood the point. 

The question follows, what is the threshold of information for
clear understanding? How much information is too much? The
amount varies per person. Some people can process much more
information than others without misunderstanding. For example,
Sanders and McCormick refer to an information theory that states
information may be measured in a unit called a "bit." A bit is the
amount of information required to decide between two equally
likely alternatives. Research finds that reaction time between
choices is a linear function of the stimulus information (in bits)
and is represented by the equation:

H = log2 N

Where: H = number of bits of information
N = number of alternatives 

In short, reaction time is shorter when the number of infor-
mation bits (H) is smaller. For purposes of this paper, the choice
at issue is whether the audience understands the data as intended
by the presenter or not. The concept therefore is to optimize the
response time for understanding by keeping the number of bits to
a manageable amount, but not too few either such that relative
judgments can be made. Under this equation, two types of judg-
ment exist: relative judgment or absolute judgment. Relative judg-
ment is made by comparing two or more stimuli. For example,
tracking daily monies spent versus daily budgets. Some days you
go over budget, an adverse condition, whereas other days you're
either right on or under budget, a favorable condition. This same
relative judgment applies for window delay analysis calculations.
For every given day evaluated, the resulting quantum will yield
one of these two conditions: delay represented by a -1 value, an
adverse condition, or on-schedule represented by a zero or gain
equal to a +1 value, both deemed a favorable condition.

Absolute judgment occurs where there is no comparison
except against that information held in long-term memory. An
example is playing a single note and asking a person to say
whether that note is above or below middle C. Usually, people
can make fewer discriminations on an absolute basis than a rela-
tive basis. A general rule was created based on this finding called
the 7 ± 2 rule. This rule establishes the range at which absolute
judgment can be made, meaning people can distinguish between
five and nine different standards without overwhelming the atten-
tion resources required to process them.

COGNITIVE PROCESSING
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Formally, visualization is the encoding of information into
graphical images. Interest in visualizations and visualization
design has increased as the quantity of data and size of simulation
systems have reached a complexity level where people have trou-
ble comprehending and analyzing information presented in raw
form.

According to Salisbury:

We do not definitively understand what makes a good graphic.
Pictorial and graphic media can carry considerable informa-
tion in what may be a convenient and attractive form, but
incorporating graphics into decision-making activities requires
us to understand the precise contribution that graphical repre-
sentations might make to the job at hand [5].

Ms. Salisbury's doctorate thesis sought to provide a better
understanding of factors that contribute to visualization useful-
ness. Understanding the processes required is a first step. She pro-
vides a list of several fundamental cognitive processing activities
that humans must perform to solve tasks. These activities conve-
niently fit into the model presented in figure 1 and, as applicable,
are listed below in order of importance for understanding window
delay analysis: 

1. Making quantitative judgments (calculations) based on com-
parisons—Delay quantum analyses ultimately equate to an
as-planned versus as-built calculation. Window delay analysis

simply identifies specific days of delay that cumulatively add
up to the net delay experienced on the project. The audience
must understand this fundamental concept first and fore-
most.

2. Identification of relationships between data attributes—
Involves looking at the intersection of data and how various
values affect each other. Window delay analysis requires use
of schedule activities and the logic that links them together.
Understanding that one activity must complete before anoth-
er starts, or that its successor can be performed in parallel, is
a fundamental relationship between the data that must also
be understood.

3. Determining trends—Involves the analysis of data variance
over a time period. Identifying trends in window delay analy-
sis results is key to establishing and understanding root caus-
es for delay. 

4. Making spatial determinations—Requires understanding of
physical locations such as with maps and schematics. 

5. Aggregation of information—Involves grouping of complex
data into common sets resulting in fewer classifications but
still conveying similar results.

6. Locating optima—Finding the maximum, minimum, best,
worst, values within a data set. 

7. Distinguishing between data values—Pinpointing a value or
set of values within an entire set of data. Useful when assign-
ing responsibility for quantified delays.

Different types of graphics are better suited in stimulating
particular cognitive process than others. Table 1 matches those
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graphic types with the processes listed above. A few examples are
provided later in this article.

Simply choosing the right graphic type is only one step
toward understandability. The way in which information is organ-
ized and presented likewise has an influence. Research by Larkin
and Simon [6] found that various combinations of information
distribution and spatial organization may be applied in resenting
the same information. They call this information equivalency,
stating that application of different grammatical rules to the same
data will result in a different representation format of the infor-
mation. Even though the different representations are informa-
tionally equivalent, i.e. representative of the same data content,
they will not necessarily be computationally equivalent, meaning
that one will be more difficult to understand than the other. They
found that the visual appearance of a diagram influences its level
of computational efficiency and may produce different outcomes.
In presenting window delay analysis results, the results are some-
times presented in a table rather than graphically. The tabular
data is informationally equivalent to a graphic, but far more diffi-
cult to discern, i.e., the data is not computationally efficient.

The question follows: what guidelines optimize computa-
tional efficiency? Hahn and Kim took these results a step further
by investigating reader understanding of diagrams that they call
read-and-integrate-diagrams, or rather, an alternative method to
presenting all data into a single diagram, referred to as the batch
method. The alternative method presents information incremen-
tally, or in steps, purposely withholding data portions to promote
reader anticipation of what is to follow. They argue:

Since the problem solver does not know a priori how the dia-
grams of the individual sub-processes should be integrated,
deliberately trying to integrate while reading the diagrams will
help the problem solver induce the critical inferences such as
inferring where the process starts and where the different dia-
grams meet. This information will be attended to and thus
located in working memory while reading and integrating the
individual diagrams. Consequently, the BATCH-METHOD
will have a lower probability of successful integration because
this method requires a vast amount of information to be
retained in working memory in order to induce the critical infer-
ences. Since working memory has a limited capacity and a fast
decay rate (Baddeley, 1986), some of the information needed in
inducing the critical inferences may not be present in working
memory or will be difficult to recall to working memory when
needed [7].

Their findings were based on a maximum use of two dia-
grams. They subsequently performed additional research on mul-
tiple diagrams and found that use of multiple diagrams presented
incrementally was an effective way to present complex data [8].

Edward Tufte speaks directly to preparation of understand-
able graphics. Tufte suggests  guidelines to achieve graphical
excellence. A few are presented here:

• First and foremost, graphical excellence requires telling the
truth about the data. Any attempt to mask, minimize or
manipulate the truth of a window delay analysis will only con-
fuse your audience.

• The time-series plot, such as an x-y axis, is the most frequent-
ly used form of graphic design. The natural ordering of the
time scale gives this design a strength and efficiency of inter-
pretation found in not other graphic arrangement.
Calculation, relationships and trends are directly compatible
with the time-series plot.

• Small, noncomparative, highly labeled data sets usually
belong in tables. Tufte believes tables usually outperform
graphics in reporting small data sets of 20 numbers or less.

• The relational graphic, the scatterplot and its variants, is the
greatest of all graphic designs. It links at least two variables,
encouraging and even imploring the viewer to assess the pos-
sible causal relationship between the plotted variables.

• Just as a good editor of prose ruthlessly prunes out unneces-
sary words, so a designer of statistical graphics should prune
out ink that fails to present fresh data-information.

• Fill patterns made popular by present day software equal
chartjunk. Such patterns create Moiré vibration to the
human eyes and is an undisciplined ambiguity, with an illu-
sive, eye-straining quality that contaminates the entire graph-
ic.

• Use colors such that the colorblind can still understand.
Shades of gray and blue easily distinguished [9].

Collectively, these suggestions lead to simpler graphics without
wasted ink or data. 
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COMPONENTS OF A WINDOW DELAY ANALYSIS

A first step then in presenting its results begins with giving the
audience a clear definition of the process being presented. Figure
2 provides a flow chart that defines the window delay analysis
process. The figure represents an absolute-type graphic, meaning
that all information is presented in a single figure, rather than pre-
senting the information incrementally over multiple graphics.
Understanding of the graphic is enhanced by the reader's long
term memory expectations that increasing numbers depict an
ordered sequence. 

The reader begins at the top left of the figure with step 1 and
follows the process through to step 16. Intuitively, the reader asks
why some tasks are in the shaded area and why others are not.
Success! At this point, the graphic has performed a primary func-
tion in enhancing the reader's retention and understanding of its
contents. Data presently held in short-term memory is now draw-
ing upon long-term memory to understand why the distinction
between those tasks within the shaded area versus those tasks
which are not.

The reason for the shading is provided directly on the graph-
ic. The reader need not search long to find it. Tasks in the shaded
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Figure 4—Window Delay Analysis Net Calculations



area are those typically associated with a window delay analysis.
These tasks involve all project schedules with emphasis on the
CPM schedules and then subcategorizes those schedules into the
official project schedules, i.e. those formally submitted, and inter-
nal schedules, i.e. those used internally, but were not formally
submitted. Window delay analysis deliverables include the delay,
gain and concurrent quantum calculations that result from evalu-
ation of the critical and near-critical paths. Tasks that identify
causes and responsibility for delays fall outside of the calculations
tasks and are generally not considered part of the window analy-
sis. Herein lays a root cause for confusion. Except experienced
experts who recognize this distinction, most others expect a win-
dow analysis to include quantum tasks and allocation of cause and
responsibility. Use of the term window delay analysis, therefore
best captures the sum approach and is used herein.

Figure 2 also shows that a logical loop exists between validat-
ing the critical paths based on the causation efforts and finalizing
the delay quantum. Conveying the relationships between causa-
tion and the quantum calculations early alleviates the potential for
confusion and misunderstanding when presenting results. Figure
2 also serves as an outline for presenting results incrementally.

CALCULATIONS

The calculations cognitive process is the most important
process to understand when presenting results. Use of a Gantt
chart presents as-planned versus as-built data as shown in figure 3.
Window delay analysis calculations require comparing the start
and end dates of planned to their actual dates. For each activity's
planned start date, one of three conditions occurs: the activity
started early, late or on-time. Similar exists for finish dates. These
three conditions are analogous to comparing the daily expendi-
tures against a budget. Either the person was under, over or right

on budget. Making such an analogy helps the audience to corre-
late the three conditions related to the quantum calculations with
something that is hopefully familiar to them.

Figure 4 presents example calculations. Negative symbols (-)
denote delay, i.e. late starts or finishes, and correspond to negative
float in the schedule. Positive symbols (+) denote gains. Positive
float indicates the project is ahead of schedule. Numerically, neg-
ative symbols carry the value -1; positive symbols +1. This nota-
tion may be sign-changed such that gains are denoted by a -1
value and delays by a +1 value without changing the delay quan-
tum except by sign change. This approach, however, violates an
expectation that negative float on the critical path indicates the
project is behind schedule. Research presented herein suggests
that the notation presented in figure 4 offers greater compatibility
and therefore, better understanding. 

Start date calculations are based on whether an activity start-
ed when planned relative to its predecessor's end date. Activity 3,
for example, started exactly one day after its predecessor complet-
ed. Planned logic with its predecessor showed a finish-to-start rela-
tionship, meaning activity 3 cannot start until the day following
completion of Activity 1. Two days start gain result with activity 5
starting early relative to activity 3's actual finish date. Finish date
calculations compare an activity's planned versus actual duration
in days. This calculation is not based on logic, just simple math.
If the actual duration exceeds the planned amount, there is a pro-
ductivity delay; if the actual duration is less, there is a gain [10].

Vertical lines by day have been added like swim lanes to the
chart. Calculations are made within each lane and tallied in a
summary table. Figure 4 shows a null effect on January 13, 2006,
meaning that a delay and a gain offset each other. This condition
is analogous to being on budget. The net totals lend themselves to
be plotted on a standard time line graphic.
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DELAY PROFILE

Following the calculations methodology the net results yield
a list of integers equaling -1, 0 (or blank), or +1 for each day. By
calculating the cumulative subtotals over time, a delay profile is
generated as shown in figure 5. When positive, the project is
ahead of schedule. When negative, the project is behind sched-
ule.

The delay profile allows the reader to quickly determine the
project's status for a given date. The window calculations corre-
spond to the schedules' total float values. Assuming zero total float
on the path shown, a negative five days results, indicative of a five
day delay to project completion.

Window delay analysis requires that a new window time peri-
od be established when a change to the critical path occurs. For
each window, net calculations can be plotted end-to-end for the
entire project. From this plot, delay trends become apparent and
mark where to seek root causes for the observed trends. Figure 6
presents a delay profile for a construction project. Values that
define optima are provided for convenience. For optimal under-
standing, present each window sequentially by explaining
observed features and trends.

• Window 1—The project experienced a day-for-day delay
from its beginning until it was forecasted 30 days behind
schedule. 

• Window 2—The CPM schedule was modified recovering 30
days. This sharp recovery is dubbed a recovery surge. Possible
reasons for it are explained below. Despite some oscillations,
the schedule remained on time in this window. 

• Window 3—The critical path changed circa February 1st and
experienced delay into early March. Sub-windows 3A and 3B
were created following causation efforts and identification of
an internal schedule..

• Window 4—Schedule recovery of 12 days occurred in the
first part of this window, only to be lost later.

• Window 5—Another surge occurred recovering 28 days; still
the project was two weeks late. 

• Window 6—The delay trend continued until project com-
pletion. Final quantified delay is 50 days and must equal the
actual project delay experienced.

Three trends are shown in figure 6:

• Delay—observed as a negative sloping line. Delaying events
should be found in the project record corresponding to trends
dates.

• Gain—shown as a positive sloping line, where the project is
gaining time. Acceleration trends often result from produc-
tivity gains work, such as extending work hours.

• Null—the delay profile shows no slope; the project is on
schedule.

Use of linear regression and their resulting linear equations
allows for statistical comparison of different trends. For example
the delay trend in Windows 3A and 3B may be compared to the
delay trend in Windows 5 and 6 to determine whether the respec-
tive slopes are significantly different. In one analysis performed by
the author, this exercise was performed as part of a larger proof to
demonstrate that the contractor's schedule performance remained
unchanged even after the owner had paid to accelerate the proj-
ect. The contractor's claim was dismissed.

A surge equates to instantaneous schedule recovery. The
opposite can occur where a schedule is modified to show a sharp
reduction in float, dubbed a “delay cliff.” There are three com-
mon reasons for either a surge or cliff:
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1. A change was made to the schedule's logic. For example, a
finish-to-start relationship is replaced by a start-to-start rela-
tionship. Use (or misuse) of constraints can also affect the
logic. 

2. A change was made to the schedule activities' planned dura-
tions. Examples include reducing planned durations or by
increasing work days in the critical activities' calendars. Both
have a time gaining aspect. The converse pushes the sched-
ule out.

3. A change order for time adjustment was executed.

Such schedule modifications are commonplace with large
construction projects, but should be evaluated to understand the
rationale thereof. Modifications should not undermine achievable
dates.

CONCURRENT DELAY

Window delay analysis allows quantification of concurrent
delay. Concurrent delay occurs when:

• Delays, which are on different chains or paths of activities,
occur on the same day(s;

• Delay to one activity is caused by multiple parties;
• Parallel activities on the same path are separately delayed.

However, therein is another source of confusion. The mathe-
matical calculations used in determining concurrent delay intu-
itively should be the same as those used for a single critical path,
only applied to multiple paths, but this is not always the case. How
the analyst treats the float in an analysis has an influence on the
results. Float values must be included in a contemporaneous
analysis as stated by Wickwire, Driscoll and Hurlbut:

Contemporaneously evaluating delays requires starting the
analysis with the beginning of the project and then stopping at
various reference points monthly or quarterly during the life of
the project to determine the location of the critical path, along
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with any delays or positive time gains to the project (by evalu-
ating positive or negative float generated on the critical path
during the period in question), until the completion of the proj-
ect is reached [11].

The following example illustrates a common error in calcu-
lation of concurrent delay. Figure 7 shows two paths, one with
zero float, the other with +2 days float. Delay occurs only after the
float is eroded. Considering both paths individually, the resulting
delay quantum is +5 days for each path. However, by combining
the calculation rules and summing the delay by day for both
paths, the net results calculate six days delay, which is incorrect.
Assuming confirmed actual dates, the one day error resides some-
where within the four concurrent delay days. Thus, when consid-
ering more than one path, the window delay analysis calculations
may double-count day(s) of delay. Emphasis is made here on the
word “may,” for the double-counting event is not a given for all
window analyses performed. Each analysis brings new data, dif-
ferent logical relationships and varying degrees of documentation.

Therefore, each analysis differs from the other albeit sharing the
same common guidelines for calculations.

Finding the double-counted day requires evaluation of the
longest path. It is longest string of activities through the schedule
that determines the forecasted project completion date. With mul-
tiple paths, the longest path can fluctuate daily. Most construction
projects' controls personnel do not monitor such daily fluctua-
tions. When weeding out double-counted concurrent delay, how-
ever, observation of how each string's float varies by day is useful. 

Figure 8 tracks the daily total float values for the two paths
shown previously. The float value changes based upon the calcu-
lations from the window delay analysis as shown in the shaded
cells in the lower table. The longest path begins on the zero path
for the first three days in this window, but then shifts to the +2
path due to the float variations. On January 17th the longest path
is shared between both paths. The longest path determines which
of the calculations are carried forward to the adjusted values. The
concurrent delay on January 23, 2006, is dropped because at that
point the longest path flowed through just the +2 path, not both
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paths concurrently. The resulting adjusted net delay correctly
totals five days, three of which are concurrent.

EXAMPLE RESULTS

A comprehensive window delay analysis requires that the cau-
sation and responsibility work is also completed. These efforts can
be extensive. The contemporaneous documents help vet the eval-
uated paths, then responsibility for delay is assigned.
Responsibility is assigned per the contract, but other analyses may
also be required. 

Figure 9 uses the previous delay profile and highlights two
different concurrent delays; one in February and the other in late
May and early June. This figure allows the reader to both see the
magnitude of the concurrent delay and to place that delay chrono-
logically within the full project duration.

Figure 10 shows example results of a causation and responsi-
bility analysis by overlaying horizontal bars next to the delay pro-
file for the first three windows. The length of the bars represent
the duration of the delay. The reader is to correlate the negative
sloping profile line with the corresponding bar. Making this cor-
relation, intuitively the reader will extend the other bars to the
profile and visualize similar correlation even though not shown.
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Figure 9—Example of Concurrent Delay Overlaid the Delay Profile

Figure 10—Example of Delay Causation Overlaid the Delay Profile



Data organization in this graphic can become difficult and
busy. Presenting the window delay analysis results on a window by
window basis is recommended for simplicity.

Figure 11 represents an example summary of a window delay
analysis performed on a combined cycle power plant. There are
more than 40 codes presented on this chart, which number great-
ly exceeds easy understanding. Compressing this large plot into a
letter size graphic makes its text illegible, but illustrates the point
of including too much information on an absolute-type graphic.
As such, this graphic mandates incremental representation by
using multiple graphics that build upon each other, otherwise the
graphic clearly fails to communicate.

Figure 12 shows a two-dimensional schematic of a co-gen
facility to enhance spacial orientation. Specific features of the
schematic can be highlighted to show the location of delayed
work relative to surrounding work faces. For example, delayed
ductbank work can affect the construction sequencing of building
foundations adjacent to the ductbanks. Highlighting the progres-
sion of one system delay on another is another example of incre-
mental representation.

Applications of three-dimensional graphics may also stimu-
late understanding. Figures 13 and 14 provide an example of a
three-dimensional graphic for a process plant using simple stick
representations. Figure 13 presents the general layout. Figure 14
then summarizes the final quantum results of a window delay
analysis using scaled square columns representing the magnitude
of delay experienced by area.

DELAY DAMAGES

The last step in performing a window delay analysis involves
calculating the damages for quantified delay. Specific calculation
of delay damages is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is
directed to organizations such as the Association for the
Advancement of Cost Engineers International (AACE -
www.aacei.org) for papers on quantifying delay damages. In gen-
eral terms, delay damages are determined by multiplying the cal-
culated daily costs for the time driven elements for the project by
the number of days of delay, time extension. It is a simple calcu-
lation although generating the daily rate and number of delay days
can be time consuming. Damage results are typically presented in
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Figure 11—Example of a Summary Window Delay Analysis that Demands Incremental Representation for Understanding Delay
Values Positive

Figure 12—Example Schematic of a Co-Gen Facility for
Spacial Orientation



tabular format. One line item of the table includes delay dam-
ages. Acceleration costs may be another line item. This approach
is consistent with Tufte's suggestion of presenting small data sets
in tables, rather than in a pie chart for example. 

R
esearch findings suggest that understanding and reten-
tion is best facilitated when complex data is presented
graphically and incrementally such that successive
graphics build upon each other. Window delay analy-

sis, although simple in concept, becomes complex when consid-
ering multiple paths and concurrent delay. Because delay can cost
a project millions of dollars and because each person's cognitive
processing of information is in part dependent upon different life
experiences, it is imperative that decision makers and triers of fact
understand both the process and results of a window delay analy-
sis. Walking through the process stimulates each of the cognitive
processes required to clearly understand window delay analysis
results. Presentation of window delay analysis results as a delay
profile on a timescale plot is one way to facilitate understanding.
Causation and responsibility results can be overlaid this profile to
allow a quick snapshot understanding of key issues. Proper organ-
ization and grouping of data facilitates comprehension.
Therefore, simpler is not necessarily better. Rather, proper organ-
ization, placement and incremental representation allow for more
data to be presented in an understandable format.
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Figure 13—Example 3, Dimensional Site Plot to Illustrate
Spacial Orientation

Figure 14—Example Summary Delay Days by Location
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